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AMENDMENTS AND ADDITIONS TO COLLECT BRITISH POSTAL STATIONERY 
 

It is now some two years since the publication of Collect British Postal Stationery and we have been very gratified with the 
reception it has received.  As always publication catalyses the flow of new information and although we have already 
presented an update in PSSJ Volume 16 pp 11-16 (2008) and additional information appears in GB Postal Stationery News, 
it seems timely to produce a consolidated text. 
 
A considerable number of members and others have contributed information and comments, and we greatly appreciate their 
interest and assistance which has enabled confirmation of the existence of items which even if recorded in early texts have 
remained unseen/unrecognised for many years.  A number of errors of omission or commission on our part have also been 
dealt with and we would like to thank everyone who has helped.  Amendments and additions are listed by page number to 
facilitate location. 
 
As far as possible we have tried to avoid renumbering but there are some instances where it has been necessary.  New 
numbers are indicated by an * in front of the number.  Items which are likely to have been/will be produced but have not been 
reported have $ in front of the number/letter. 
 
Alan Huggins  Colin Baker 
 
 

COLLECT BRITISH POSTAL STATIONERY - AMENDMENTS 
ENVELOPES - POST OFFICE ISSUES 

 
Page   

3 Add illustrations of NVI E11 and E12 with ‘POSTAGE 
PAID ROYAL MAIL’ 

  
NVI E11 NVI E12 

   
9 Heading to EP174-183 - (1995 … lines) change to 

bold type 
Heading to E184-193 - ‘without’ change to bold type 
 

10 Heading to EP196-205 - ‘with tamper-proof slits’ 
change to bold type 

 Beneath EP201a add note:- Also known without slits 
 

11 EP207-214 amend ‘envelope design’ to ‘envelope 
symbol’ in description. 
 

 EP208 - add ‘(B)’ at end of description 
 EP209 - add ‘(B)’ at end of description 

 
 Add the following new items with self-seal flaps :- 
 Size R/C5 (with ‘100g and depth 5mm’, peelable strip 

on 50mm flap, no slits) 
 *EP211   1st class blue NVI stamp E7 

(B) 
 

1.50 1.50 

 *EP212 2nd class green NVI stamp 
E8 (B) 
 

1.50 1.50 

 Size S/C4 (with ‘100g and depth 25mm’, self-seal 
flaps, no slits) 

 *EP213   1st class blue NVI stamp E7 
(PY) 
 

2.00 3.00 

 *EP214   2nd class green NVI stamp 
E8 (PY) 
 
 
 

2.00 2.50 

 Add the following new items:- 
 

 2009 Circular Machin NVI stamps E11 and E12 
(25mm diameter measured between top of ‘A’ of 
‘POSTAGE’ to top of ‘A’ of ‘ROYAL’) with 
‘POSTAGE PAID ROYAL MAIL’; 100g and max 
depth 5mm’ (DL and C5 sizes) or ‘25mm’ (C4 size) 
on reverse together with envelope symbol; white 
paper, peelable strip on 30mm flap (DL and C5) or 
40mm flap (C4), no slits. 

 Size Q/DL 
 *EP215 1

st
 class blue NVI stamp E11 

window envelope 
  

 $ a pale blue diagonal lined 
pattern inside (?) 

— — 

 b grey honeycomb pattern 
inside (B) 
 

1.50 1.50 

 *EP216 2
nd

 class green NVI stamp 
E12 window envelope 

  

 a blue criss-cross pattern 
inside (C) 

** ** 

 b blue diagonal dot pattern 
inside (C) 

** 2.50 

 c pale blue diagonal lined 
pattern inside (C, PY) 

2.50 2.50 

 d grey honeycomb pattern 
inside (PB) 
 

1.50 1.50 

 *EP217 1
st
 class blue NVI stamp E11   

 a pale blue diagonal lined 
pattern inside (C) 

** ** 

 b grey honeycomb pattern 
inside (B) 
 

1.50 1.50 

 *EP218 2
nd

 class green NVI stamp 
E12 

  

 a blue criss-cross pattern 
inside (PG) 

** 2.50 

 b blue diagonal dot pattern 
inside (PG) 

** 2.50 

 c grey honeycomb pattern 
inside (PB) 
 
 
 

** 2.50 
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 Size R/C5 
 *EP219 1

st
 class blue NVI stamp E11   

 a pale blue diagonal lined 
pattern inside (PB) 

2.50 2.00 

 $ b grey honeycomb pattern 
inside (?) 
 

— — 

 *EP220 2
nd

 class green NVI stamp 
E12 

  

 a pale blue diagonal lined 
pattern inside (C) 

2.00 2.00 

 $ b grey honeycomb pattern 
inside (?) 
 

— — 

 Size S/C4†  
 *EP221   1

st
 class blue NVI stamp E11 

(PY, G) 
2.50 2.50 

 *EP222 2
nd

 class green NVI stamp 
E12 (PY) 
 

2.00 2.00 

 † Envelope format changed from landscape to portrait with open flap 
at top.  Diagonal grey pattern of mini-envelope shapes inside. 

 
NB  Envelope symbol width varies:- 16.5mm on EP215b, 216c, 216d, 
217b, 219a, 220, 221, 222; 21mm on EP216b, 218a, 218b; 25mm on 

EP216b.  Not all envelopes have print dates. 

     
 SWIFTAIR ENVELOPES 

Add * to EPAS1b, 4 and 6 (exist with straight or 
curved edges to flap) 
 

15 Change heading POST OFFICE MAIL PACKS to 
POST OFFICE MAIL PACKS AND POSTPAKS 
Add new items and illustration ‘NVI SD1with service 
indicator’ 

  

 
  NVI SD1 
   

 
 
 

 2008 1st class red and white NVI stamp SD1 28mm 
diameter with service indicator and PAID UP TO 
500G/1Kg, red on white plastic self seal envelopes 
with ‘Post Pak’ at bottom left. 

 *EPM6 size C5 with ‘500g’ and 
‘LARGE LETTER’ 

2.00 ** 

 *EPM7 size C4 with ‘500g’ and 
‘PACKET’ 

3.50 ** 

 *EPM8 size C3 with ‘1kg’ and 
‘PACKET’ 
 

5.00 ** 

 POSTNOTES - POST OFFICE ISSUES 
16 Replace illustration of PN7 with the following 

 
     

17 Examples of postnotes with stamp NVI E1b have 
been reported with the inscription ‘a Royal Mail 
product’.  NB. Item listed as PNP4b was taken from a 
contemporary trade list which quoted 1986 as the 
issue date.  This listing is now under review and it is 
possible that PNP4b should be deleted and re-listed 
as PNP1b as follows:- 

 PNP1 1982 1
st
 class brown NVI 

stamp E1a or b, 2 phosphor 
bands, cream paper, 
inscription at foot ‘a Royal 
Mail product’ 

  

 a with stamp E1a 2.00 2.00 
 b with stamp E1b **** ** 
     
 PNP4 Can anyone confirm the existence of 

previously listed PNP4b? 
 

 PNP5 Correct spelling of ‘Llangallen’ to 
‘Llangollen’ 

 
 

ENVELOPES AND PAPER - STAMPED TO ORDER 
 

Page   
20 Under Embossed Machin  

delete ’71 - 1d purple’ insert ’71 - 1p purple’ 
delete ’73 - 2d green’ insert ’73 - 2p green’ 
 

21 Add illustrations of NVI E11 and E12 with ‘POSTAGE 
PAID ROYAL MAIL’ 

  
NVI E11 NVI E12 

  
22 ESP12 Now recorded used - change NR to **** 

 ESP12 - amend footnote as follows:- 
 

* 10d in blue intended for telegraph forms only - known struck on 
envelopes by favour and also with Penny Postage Jubilee 

cancellations dated 16.5.1890 and 2.7.1890 - see also compound 
stampings ESC88-96. 

  
 ES19, 20a, 20b, 21a, 21b, 22a and 22b, - insert ‘S’ 

after description. 
 ES27 - insert ‘L’ after description 

 
23 ES48 - insert ‘L’ after description 

 ES60, 61 and 62 - insert ‘W’ after description 
 

24 Amend ‘1968-69 Change of colours’ to ‘1967-69 
Change of colours’ 
 

 ESP100 - amend reference to ES100 
 ES113 now recorded used - delete NR insert **** 
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25 1988? 2
nd

 class NVI stamp E4a, thin white frameline 
Add new item:- 

 *ES136  a   blue stamp 23 x 23mm (Y) NR **** 
 b blue stamp 23 x 24.5mm 

(C) 
NR **** 

  
 ES141 and 145c now recorded mint - delete NR insert 

**** 
  

26 ES157 amend (N, C) to (C, N, PP) 
 ES160e amend (B, N, PB) to (B, BG, C, N, PB) 

ES160g amend (C) to (BG, C) 
ES165b amend (G) to (C, G) 

 ES160f, 162, 167 174a and 180 now recorded mint - 
delete NR insert **** 
 

 ES173 amend as follows:- 
 *a black stamp 20.5mm **** **** 
 *b black stamp 25mm (B, PB, 

PYG, YG) 
**** 5.00 

 *c black stamp 26mm (C, PB, 
PYG, YG) 

NR **** 

 Add    
 *ES179 grey stamp 25mm (PB, PY) NR **** 
     

27 Add the following new items :- 
Machin stamps NVI E11 and E12 with ‘POSTAGE 
PAID ROYAL MAIL’ and service symbol. 
Diameter of stamp measured between top of ‘A’ of 
‘POSTAGE’ to top of ‘A’ of ‘ROYAL’  
 
2008-09 1st NVI stamp E11 with and without 
envelope symbol on flap 

 *ES190 a black stamp 24.5-25mm 
(PB, PG) 

NR ** 

 b black stamp 26mm (PG, Y) NR ** 
     
 *ES191 blue stamp 25mm (C) NR ** 
     
 *ES192 green stamp 25.5mm (Y) NR ** 
   

 
 
 

  

 
Note at end of section, add:- 
Items with House of Commons seal embossed on the open flap - add ES42 
Items with House of Commons printed on front - add 190a 
Items with House of Lords coat of arms printed on flap - add ES64; printed on front - add ES173c, 190a and 190b 
 

COMPOUND STAMPINGS 
 

Page   
28 The following have been recorded used - delete NR 

insert **** 
ESC14b, 19, 35, 43, 49, 55, 66, 74 and 75.   
Add ‘L’ to ESC27  
 

29 The following have been recorded mint - delete NR  
or — insert **** 
ESC90, 91, 93, 167, 179 and 226 
 
The following have been recorded used - delete NR 
or —  insert **** 
ESC88, 94, 112, 118, 127, 129, 130, 146A, 154, 167, 
179, 186, 187, 189, 200, 205, 206 and 223 
Add ‘L’ to ESC197 
 

 Delete ESC101A, 101B, 101C, 101D, - also listed as 
ESC126A, 136, 140A, 146A 
 

 ESC159 delete ‘†’ 
 

 Add new items:- 
 *ESC105 ½d +2d (18 + 15) **** NR 
 *ESC106 ½d +2½d (18 + 16) **** NR 
     

30 The following have been recorded mint - delete NR 
insert **** 
ESC228, 230, 254, 275, 280, 312, 334, 338, 340 and 
366 
 
The following have been recorded used - delete NR 
insert **** 
ESC245, 256, 264, 277B, 282, 293, 314 and 369  
Add ‘S’ to ESC287; ‘L’ to ESC363; ‘W’ to ESC398 
 

 Renumber ESC266 to 266A; ESC287 to 287A 
Add new items:- 

 *ESC255 2½d + 2d (21a + 20a) **** NR 
 *ESC266B 2½d + 6d (21b + 24b) **** NR 
 *ESC287B 3d + 6d (22b + 24b) **** NR 

 Delete ESC380, duplicates ESC366 
Renumber ESC381 to 380; ESC382A to 381; 
ESC382B to 382 

     
31 The following have been recorded mint - delete NR or 

— insert **** 
ESC426, 427B, 428, 436, 437, 444A, 445A, 450, 
452C, 455A, 466A, 484, 489, 490, 492 and 503 
 
The following have been recorded used - delete NR 
or — insert **** 
ESC416, 427A, 427B, 438A, 472 and 504 

     
 Renumber ESC413 to 413B and ESC416 to 416B 

Add new items:- 
 *ESC413A 1½d + 2d + 6d (14 + 15 + 

5) 
**** **** 

 *ESC416A 2½d + 2d + 1½d (14 + 15 
+ 14) 

**** **** 

 *ESC463 4d + 1s + 3d (23 + 25b + 
22b) Lo 

NR **** 

     
 Add new item:- (Mixed dated and floret dies) 
 *ESC422 1½d + 4d + 4d (14 + 23 + 

23) 
**** NR 

     
33 The following have been recorded mint - delete NR 

insert **** 
ESCP692, 697 and 699 
 

 Renumber ESCP715 to 715A; ESC716 to 716A 
Add ‘L’ to ESC744 
 

 Add new items:- 
 *ESC656B 2½d + 1s (34b + 38) NR **** 
 *ESC684 1½d + 2d (41a + 33) **** NR 
 *ESC715B 2½d + 3d + 4d (34b + 35 

+ 36) 
NR **** 

 *ESC716B 2½d + 3d + 1s (34b + 35 
+ 38) 

NR **** 
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34 The following have been recorded mint - delete NR 
insert **** 
ESC753, 760, 796 and 804 
 
The following has been recorded used - delete NR 
insert **** 
ESC787 

     
 Renumber ESC812 to 812B; ESC856 to 857 

Add new items:- 
 *ESC788 4d + 6d (48 + 49) Lo **** NR 
 *ESC812A 2½d + 1d (66 + 61) Wo NR **** 
 *ESC856 1½d + 4d + ½d (68 + 72 

+ 66) 
**** NR 

     
35 Renumber ESCP943 to 942; ESCP969A to 993; 

ESCP969B to 994; ESCP 969C to 995 
 

 Add new items:- 
 *ESCP943 9d + 1d (92 + 86) **** **** 
     
 The following have been recorded used - delete NR 

insert **** 
ESCP945 and 970 
 

 Insert new heading:- 
COMPOUNDS OF QUEEN ELIZABETH II TUDOR 
ROSE PRE-DECIMAL WITH MACHIN DECIMAL 
Two Stamps 
 

 Add new items:- 
 *ESCP991 2½d + ½p (79 + 102) **** NR 
     

 Insert new heading:- 
Three Stamps 
 
Add new items:- 

 *ESCP992 1d + 2½d + ½p (77 + 79 
+ 102) 

**** NR 

 *ESCP993 2½d + ½d + ½p (79 + 76 
+ 102) 

**** NR 

 *ESCP994 2½d + ½d + 1p (79 + 76 
+ 103) 

**** NR 

 *ESCP995 2½d + ½d + 1½p (79 + 
76 + 104) 

**** NR 

 *ESCP996 2½d + 3d + ½p (79 + 80 
+ 102) 

**** NR 

     
 Insert new heading:- 

Four Stamps 
 

 *ESCP997 1d + 2½d + ½d + ½p (77 
+ 79 + 76 + 102) 

**** NR 

 *ESCP998 2½d + 3d + ½d + ½p (79 
+ 80 + 76 + 102) 

**** NR 

     
36 The following items have been recorded used - delete 

NR insert **** and renumber ESCP1006 to 1006A; 
ESCP1008 to 1008B; ESCP1016 to 1016B 
 

 Add new items:- 
 *ESCP1006B 1½p + 3p (104 + 107) **** ** 
 *ESCP1008A 2p + ½p (105 + 102) **** ** 
 *ESCP1016A 1p + ½p + ½p (103 + 

102 + 102) 
**** ** 

 
 
 

ENVELOPES AND WRAPPERS WITH ADVERTISING RINGS - STAMPED TO ORDER 
WITH EMBOSSED STAMPS 

 
 OFFICIAL ISSUES 

Page  
38 The following items have now been recorded - delete 

NR insert **** 
 AR10 cut down, AR16 cut down, AR33 entire, AR45 

entire. 
 

 PRIVATE ISSUES 
39 Add new items:- 

 A. G. BAYLIS & SONS 
 *AR67A 3d carmine stamp 12a with 

green collar 
NR **** 

 *AR67B 4d vermilion stamp 13a 
with green collar 

NR **** 

 *AR67C 2½d  + 2½d grey blue 
stamps 10b + 10b with red 
collar below stamps 

NR **** 

     
 W. CHILLINGWORTH & SON, 
 Renumber AR70 as AR70B, add 

new item :- 
  

 *AR70A 1d pink stamp 4 with 
green collar 

300.00 60.00 

     
 The following items have now been recorded - delete 

NR insert **** 
 COLLIER & COMPANY - AR71 entire,  

GEORGE FARMILOE & SONS - AR76 entire 
   

 
 

  

40 The following items have now been recorded - delete 
NR insert **** 

 W. B. FORDHAM & SONS - AR81 and 89 entire 
     
 FRANK E. MILLAR   
 Add new items :-   
 *AR112 2d blue stamp 9a with 

blue collar 
NR    50.00 

 *AR114 4d vermilion stamp 13a 
with orange collar 

**** **** 

     
 GEORGE PRIOR   
 Add new items :-   
 *AR127A 2d blue stamp 9a with 

blue collar 
NR **** 

 *AR127B 4d vermilion stamp 13a 
with orange collar 

NR **** 

     
 T. SHEPPARD   
 *AR134 Amend ring colour, delete 

‘blue’ insert ‘light-darker 
blue’ 

  

  
41 The following items have now been recorded - delete 

NR insert **** 
 MARTIN WELLS & CO. - AR153 entire 
  
 SPENCER, WHATLEY & UNDERHILL, COLLIERY 

AGENTS 
Renumber AR140 as 140A 
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 Add new item :- 
 HENRY SQUIRE & COMPY. LONDON 
 *AR140B 1d pink stamp 4 with 

brown collar 
NR **** 

     
 JAMES VANCAILLIE   
 Renumber AR154 as AR154A, add 

new item :- 
  

 *AR154B 1d pink stamp 5 with 
black printed collar 

300.00 75.00 

 VICTORIA COLLEGE   
 Renumber AR155 as AR155A, add 

new items :- 
  

 *AR155B 1d pink stamp 5 with 
green printed collar 

NR **** 

 *AR155C 1d pink stamp 5 with 
purple printed collar 

**** NR 

     

 

ENVELOPES - OFFICIAL ISSUES 
 

Page  
43 Renumber EO2 as EO2A, add new item :- 

 *EO2B 4d - inscribed ‘Post Paid. -  
FOURPENCE’ 

NR **** 

 It is uncertain whether EO2B was an envelope or a wrapper 
     

44 Delete the section under ‘Army’, items EO12 to EO19, 
and insert revised section :- 

 Army    
 1872 – 1892 1d pink stamp 4 or 5 on white paper 

inscribed ‘ON HER’ or ‘ON HIS MAJESTY’S SERVICE’ & ‘ 
HON. ARTILLERY COMPANY’ 

 With ‘ON HER MAJESTY’S SERVICE’ 
 EO12 1d pink stamp 4 size  

93 x 147mm, with pink oval 
seal (1872?) 

NR **** 

     
 EO13 1d pink stamp 4 size  

85 x 137mm, with pink 
shield shape seal (1880?) 

NR **** 

     
 EO14 1d pink stamp 5 on off-

white paper, size 105-110 
x 133mm, inscribed ‘ON 

HER MAJESTY’S SERVICE’ & 
‘HON. ARTILLERY 

COMPANY’, with ‘ARMOURY 

FINSBURY HOUSE’ in black 
scroll on flap (1888?). 

NR **** 

 EO14 known with ‘HER’ overstamped ‘HIS’ in violet (1901) 

     
 *EO15 1892? 1d pink stamp 5 on 

white paper, size 90 x 
134mm, inscribed ‘ON HER 

MAJESTY’S SERVICE’ & ‘4
th

 
V.B. Durham Light Infantry’ 
(1892?) 

NR **** 

     
 With ‘ON HIS MAJESTY’S SERVICE’ 
 *EO16 1901? 1d pink stamp 5 on 

white paper, size 109 x 
134mm, inscribed ‘ON HIS 
MAJESTY’S SERVICE’ and 
‘HON. ARTILLERY 
COMPANY’ 

NR **** 

     
 1893 – 1901 ½d stamp 1b on off-white paper, 

inscribed ‘ON HER’ or ‘ON HIS MAJESTY’S SERVICE’ & 
‘HON. ARTILLERY COMPANY’ 

 With ‘ON HER MAJESTY’S SERVICE’ 
 EO17 ½d vermilion size 80 x 

136mm 
NR **** 

     
 EO18 ½d vermilion size 107 x 

133mm      
NR **** 

     

 *EO19A ½d blue green size 109 x 
133mm   

NR **** 

     

 With ‘ON HIS MAJESTY’S SERVICE’ 
 *EO19B 1902 ½d blue green stamp 

1b on white paper, size 
109 x 134mm 

NR **** 

     

 EO27 & 28 delete text and insert the following: 
 *EO27A 1d pink, size 97 x 221mm 

inscribed ‘ON HER 
MAJESTY’S SERVICE’ & 
‘The Collector/of Inland 
Revenue’ 

NR **** 

     

 *EO27B 1d pink, size 97 x 221mm, 
as EO27A but ‘The 
Collector’ is not underlined 

**** NR 

     

 *EO28A 1d pink, size 97 x 221mm 
inscribed ‘ON HER 
MAJESTY’S SERVICE’ & 
‘The /Surveyor of Taxes’ 

NR **** 

     

 *EO28B 1d pink, size 97 x 221mm 
with ‘The Surveyor of 
Taxes’ in one line & ‘No 
215’ 

NR **** 

     

45 EO38 add ‘/Inland Revenue’ after ‘The Collector’ 
     

 Add new item :- 
 *EO43A EO43 with ‘HER’ and 

‘Officer’ deleted by 3 
horizontal bars and ‘HIS’ 
and ‘Collector’ added. 

NR **** 

     

 Privy Council? 
Renumber EO60 to EO61 

     

46 EO63 & EO64 delete text and insert the following :- 
 EO63 Buff paper, size 125 x 

250mm 
**** NR 

     
 EO64 White paper, size 125 x 

250mm with ‘53’ 
**** **** 

     
 Renumber second EO65 (1d) as *EO66 

 
 Insert new item EO67 as follows :- 
 *EO67 191?, 1d carmine stamp 

30a on buff paper size 
108 x 240mm, inscribed 
‘The Secretary/Society 
for Promoting Christian 
Knowledge’ 

**** NR 

     
 Renumber third EO65 (1½d) as *EO68 
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TELEGRAPH FORMS AND CARDS - POST OFFICE ISSUES 
 

Page  
51 TP19 Delete ‘singly’ insert ‘in booklets’ 

     
 TP25B Delete ‘1925?’ insert ‘1924’   
     
 Delete item TP36 and replace with :- 
 TP36 1876, 1s green stamp T1, sold in 

booklets 
 

 *a Imprint Waterlow  & Sons **** 
 b Imprint Millington & Hutton **** 
    

52 TP40A delete ‘1885’ insert ‘1894; delete ‘pale lilac to’ 
     
 Add new item:- 
 *TP40B 1894 6d purple stamp 14b 9 dots, 

sold in booklets 
**** 

 
 

POSTCARDS - POST OFFICE ISSUES 
 

Page  
58 Page 58, add third paragraph to introduction. 

During certain periods in the 20
th
 century the postage 

rates were the same for both inland and foreign 
postcards.  During these periods ‘inland’ reply paid 
postcards were issued with printed text and 
instructions allowing them to be used to destinations 
within or outside the United Kingdom. 

     
59 CP18e delete ‘14/2’ insert ‘14/3’ 

     

60 CP40 delete ‘stamps L3 + L3’ and insert ‘stamp L3’.  
Delete ‘5.00 10.00’ 

     
61 CP50 delete ‘no perforations’ insert ‘with linen strip’ 

  
 CP54a and 54b insert ‘with linen strip’ 
     

63 CP61,65 delete ‘no perforations’ insert ‘with linen 
strip’ 

     
 CP75, 76 delete ‘stout white’ insert ‘thin buff’ 

 

POSTCARDS - STAMPED TO ORDER ISSUES 
 

Page 70 Add sentence to end of second paragraph of the introduction. 
During the 20

th
 century, when the inland and foreign postage rates for postcards were the same, some reply paid 

inland postcards were printed with text and instructions allowing them to be used to destinations within or outside the 
United Kingdom. 

 
Insert revised size illustration of the coat of arms type ‘b’ used on King Edward VII stamped to 

order postcards 

   
   

Arms ‘b’ 14mm wide. 
Unicorn has a chain on its collar 

Arms ‘c’ 16mm wide. 
Redrawn but similar to arms ‘b’ 

Arms ‘d’ 14mm wide. 
No chain on Unicorn’s collar 

 
Page  

71 The following items have now been recorded mint - 
delete NR insert **** 
CS30 and CS31 

     
 Renumber CS36 to CS36a and add new item :- 
 *CS36b stamp ‘die’ IV, size a **** NR 
     

72 Renumber CS43 as CS43b and add new item :- 
 *CS43a size a **** NR 
     
 The following items have now been recorded mint - 

delete NR insert **** 
CS65, 66 and 83 

  

 The following item has now been recorded used - 
delete NR insert **** 
CS48  

     
 Delete CS57 (see CS48), CS84 (see CS65) 
     
 CS65 delete ’50.00’ insert ‘30.00’ 
  
 CS64 - 66 insert ‘reply’ after ‘matter’ in heading 
  
 CS83 delete ‘arms f’ insert ‘arms e’ 
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 Renumber CS93 to CS92A 
 
Add new items :- 
1941? 2d orange stamp L16a, printed matter cards 
without arms 

 *CS93A size d **** NR 
 *CS93B size f NR **** 
     

73 The following item has now been recorded mint - 
delete NR insert **** 
CS105  

  
 The following item has now been recorded used - 

delete NR insert **** 
CS99  

     
 Renumber CS113 as CS113B and add new item :- 
 *CS113A size a **** **** 
 CS118 and 119 delete ‘inland’ insert ‘printed matter’ 
     
 Renumber CS122 as CS122B and add new item :- 
 *CS122A size a NR **** 
     
 Add new item :- 

1951? 1d blue + ½d orange embossed stamps 43 + 
42, printed matter card without arms 

 *CS126A size d NR **** 
     
 Renumber CS127 as CS127B and add new item :- 
 *CS127A size a **** NR 
     
 Renumber CS136 as CS136B and add new item :- 
 *CS136A size d **** NR 
     
 The following item has now been recorded mint delete 

‘NR’ insert ’50.00’  
CS137 

     
 The following item has now been recorded used - 

delete NR insert **** 
CS139 (R) 

     
74 CS144†, 145A and 150 insert ‘size f’ 

     
 Renumber CS145 as CS145A and add new item :- 
     
 *CS145B 1½d green + ½d orange + 

1½d green  + ½d orange 
stamps L31 + L29 + L31 + 
L29 size f 

NR 
(O) 
(R) 

— 
**** 
NR 

     
 The following items have now been recorded mint - 

delete NR insert **** 
CS146A and 176B 

     
 The following item has now been recorded used - 

delete NR insert **** 
CS146B 

     
75 The following items have now been recorded mint - 

delete NR insert **** 
CSP186 and CS188 
 
CSP186 delete ‘of Queen Victoria on message side’ 
insert ‘National Portrait Gallery pictures on reverse’ 

     
 The following items have now been recorded used - 

delete NR insert **** 
CS183 and 221 

     

 Renumber CS194 as CS194B and add new item :- 
 *CS194A size f NR **** 
     
 CS196 now  recorded with stamp printed below 3d, 

add ‘*’ after ‘f’ 
     
 1965-71 Post Office issue postcards with 

additional stamps 
 Renumber CSP201 as CSP201A.  Add new items :- 
 *CSP199 2½d carmine CP109 + 

½d orange stamp L29 
**** **** 

 *CSP200 2½d carmine CP109 + 
1½d green stamp L31 

**** NR 

 *CSP201B 3d violet CP111 + 2d 
brown stamp L32 

**** ** 

     
 Add new item:- 
 *CSP215   9d green stamp L47 size g 20.00 **** 
 Amend CSP221 to CS221 and CSP 231 to CS231 
     
 CSP228 add (O) **** 
   (R) NR 
     
 Renumber CSP234 as CSP234B.  Add new item :- 
 *CSP234A  4d scarlet  + 1d deep olive  **** ** 
   stamps L44 + L41   
     

76 Change to Decimal Currency 
1971 Mixed sterling and decimal octagonal Machin 
design stamps  
Add new items :- 

 *CSP242A 2d brown  + ½p turquoise 
stamps L37 + L49 

**** NR 

 *CSP242B 2d brown  + 1p purple 
lake stamps L37 + L50 

**** NR 

 *CSP242C 2d brown  + 3½p 
greenish grey stamps 
L37 + L55 

**** NR 

 *CSP242D 2d brown  + 5p pale 
violet stamps L37 + L57 

**** NR 

     
 Amend CSP243 as follows :- 
 CSP243 4d + 4d sepia CP116 + ½p 

+ ½p turquoise stamps L49 
+ L49 

**** ** 

     
 Renumber CSP244 to 244B; CSP253 to 253B; 

CSP259 to 259A; CSP260 to CSP259B; CSP263 to 
264A; CSP268 to 268A; CSP271 to 271A; CSP276 to 
276A 
 

 Add new items :- 
1971 Compound inland reply cards 

 *CSP260 1p purple lake + 4p bistre + 
1p purple lake + 4p bistre 
stamps L50 + L54, size f 

**** NR 

 *CSP261 5p + 5p + 5p + 5p pale 
violet stamps L57 + L57 + 
L57 + L57 , size f 

**** NR 

     
 Decimal Machin design on various National Portrait 

Gallery picture postcards 
Add new items :- 

 *CSP244A ½p turquoise stamp L49, 
size g 

**** NR 

 *CSP244C 1p purple lake stamp 
L50, size g 

**** NR 

 *CSP253A 3½p greenish grey stamp 
L55, size g 

**** NR 
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 *CSP256B 5p pale violet stamp L57, 
size g 

**** NR 

     
 Compound stamping (two stamps) 
 *CSP262 ½p + ½p turquoise 

stamps L49 + L49, size g 
**** NR 

 *CSP264B ½p turquoise + 2p green 
stamps L49 + L52, size g 

**** NR 

 *CSP268B 1p purple lake + ½p 
turquoise stamps L50 + 
L49, size g 

**** NR 

 *CSP271B 1p purple lake + 3½p 
greenish grey stamps 
L50 + L55, size g 

**** NR 

 *CSP276B 2p + 2p green stamps 
L52 + L52, size g 

**** NR 

     
 Compound stamping (three stamps) 
 *CSP263 ½p + ½p turquoise + 2½p 

rose pink stamps L49 + 
L49 + L53, size g 

**** NR 

 *CSP264C ½p turquoise + 2p green 
+ 1p purple lake stamps 
L49 + L52 + L50, size g 

**** NR 

 *CSP264D ½p turquoise + 2p green 
+ 3½p greenish grey 
stamps L49 + L52 + L55, 
size g 

**** NR 

 *CSP264E ½p turquoise + 2p green 
+ 5p pale violet stamps 
L49 + L52 + L57, size g 

**** NR 

 NB the above 13 items have now been reported and have been 
added to the list of STO postcards to cause the least disruption to the 

existing numbers. 
 

 Amend CSP269 to :- 
 CSP269 1p + 1p purple lake 

stamps L50 + L50, size f 
4.00 ** 

 Renumber CS289A to 289; CS289B to 290; CS290 to 
293; CS291 to 295; CS292 to 297; CS293 to 298. 
 
Add new items :- 

 *CS290 1993 1st class blue NVI 
stamp E3, inland card, 
unregistered size 

**** NR 

 *CS299 1995 2nd class green NVI 
stamp E8 (25mm?) inland 
card, size f? 

NR **** 

     
 CS293 now recorded in mint condition, delete NR and 

insert **** 
 
Note at end of section, add:- 
Cards prepared for use by the House of Commons - add 
CS93A and CS105. 
 

 
 

POSTCARDS - OFFICIAL ISSUES 
 

Page  
78 CO10 Delete ‘die’ II 

 CO12 Add ‘die’ II after ‘green stamp’ 
 
 

NEWSPAPER WRAPPERS - POST OFFICE ISSUES 
 

Page  
82 WP31, 32, 33, and 34 delete ‘no’ and insert ‘two’ 

corners cut off 
     
 Insert * in front of footnote under WP34 

 
 

NEWSPAPER WRAPPERS - STAMPED TO ORDER ISSUES 
 

Page  
84 Amend year of issue of WS5† and WS6 to 1896; 

WS16 to 1920; WS17 and WS18A to 1915; WS29 to 
1938 
 
Amend heading ‘1940 -1944’ to ‘1938-1944’ 

  
 Renumber WS18 to WS18B 

Add new item :- 
 *WS18A 1915 1d scarlet + ½d 

green stamps L12a + 
L11a ‘die’ IV 

NR **** 

     
 † footnotes re WS4, 5, 8, 11, 13, 15, 16, 23 and 31 

amend ‘Stampford’ to ‘Stamford’ 
     
 Add footnote to WS33 

Known philatelically made up as an envelope 

     

85 The following items have been recorded mint - delete 
NR or — insert **** 
WS62, 71 

  
 The following items have been recorded used - delete 

— insert **** 
WS62 

  
 † footnotes re WS38, 51, 52, 53, 56 and 57 amend 

‘Stampford’ to ‘Stamford’ 
     

86 The following items have been recorded mint - delete 
NR or — insert **** 
WS80, 90 and 92  
Delete ‘P’ from WSP80 and WSP90 

  
 The following items have been recorded used - delete 

— insert **** 
WS90 
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 Renumber WS81 to WS81A 
Add new items :- 

 *WS81B 2½d carmine + 1d blue 
+ 1½d green stamps 
L33 + L30 + L31 

NR **** 

 *WSP128 4p bistre (Lo) **** ** 
  
 Delete ‘P’ from WSP125 and WSP126 

WSP125 - change (Lo) to (L, S) 
     

87 Renumber WS131 to WS131B; WS145 to WS 145B; 
WS146 to WS146B 
WSP141 change (So) to (L, S) 
 
Add new items :- 

 *WSP131A ½p + ½p turquoise 
stamps L49 + L49 (Lo) 

10.00 ** 

 *WSP145A 5p pale violet + 4p 
bistre stamps L57 + 
L56 (Lo) 

5.00 ** 

 *WSP146A 1p purple lake + 1½p 
black + 1p purple lake 
stamps L50 + L51 + 
L50 

**** ** 

  
 Move heading ‘Five Stamps’ from above WSP152 to 

above WSP151 
 
Move heading ‘Six Stamps’ from above WSP153 to 
WSP152 

  
 
 
 

 

 
NEWSPAPER WRAPPERS - OFFICIAL ISSUES 

 
Page  

87 Amend footnote under WO3 to 
An example of STO wrapper WS2 (stamp LW2) is known with ‘Board 
of Education’ only 

 
 Add further footnote 

An example of STO wrapper WS5 (stamp LW2) is known with printed 
‘Official Vaccination Officer/Hackney Union Offices’ 

 
 

LETTER SHEETS - OFFICIAL ISSUES 
 

Page  
89 The following have been recorded mint - delete NR 

insert **** 
LO7, 10, 16 

  
 Amend year of issue date for LO7 to 1884 
  
 Additional examples of the Board of Agriculture 

‘Statistical’ and ‘Returns’ forms have become 
available for study and this has enabled a more 
detailed chronology and descriptions for LO14, 15,17, 
19 and 20 to be produced.  Revised listing is as 
follows :- 
 

 1890-94 ½d brown stamp LW2 on off-white* paper, 
single sheet size circa 215-220 x 345mm  
unaddressed with or without reference code 
at bottom left  
‘Note’ at bottom in 2 or 3 lines - various printing 
warrants                                                 

 LO14 Produce Statistics (‘Note’ 
in 3 lines) 

100.00 **** 

 LO15 Agricultural Returns (‘Note’ 
in 2 lines and with section 
4 for ‘orchards’) 

100.00 **** 

 * 1891 and 1892 sheets that were previously listed on buff paper may 
be toned. 
Cut down pieces with ½d stamps overprinted ‘O.H.M.S’ in blue have 
been recorded - status unknown. 

     
 1892-94 ½d brown stamp LW2 on off-white paper, 

single sheet size circa 220 x c345mm; unaddressed 
with or without reference code 
at bottom left, without ‘Note’ -  
no section 4 for ‘orchards’ 

 LO17 Agricultural Returns 100.00 **** 
     

 Delete text in the description of LO18  
“ ‘To Mr’ “ and insert “ to ‘Mr’ “ 
 

 1895-1900 ½d brown stamp LW2 or LW4 on white 
paper, 8 pages on sheet size circa 320 x 510mm; 
unaddressed Agricultural Returns with 
reference code 
at top left of page 1 

 LO19 stamp LW2 (1898) * 150.00 **** 
 LO20 stamp LW4 (1895-97 and 

1899-1900) 
100.00 **** 

 *  The reason for the reversion to stamp LW2 is unknown 
  

 NB  LO18 has reference code                   
and  LO23 
 

     
90 The following has been recorded used - delete NR 

insert **** 
LO57 

     
 Amend years of issue of LO28 to 1884-94; LO30 to 

1899-1901 
     
 Add footnote under LO34, 35? 

* Found with or without ‘(London)’ to top left of heading 

     
 NB  Examples of LO34 used in Wales have now been 

found - makes the existence of LO35? less likely. 
     
 Amend years of issue of LO44 to 1879-93;  

LO46-48 to 1879-88?; 
LO49 to 1894-97* 
LO51-53 to 1887?-97? 
* Add to end of footnote after ‘use.’  ‘or old forms were 
used.’ 
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 LO71C has been recorded on blue green paper 
     

91 The following has been recorded used - delete NR 
insert **** 
LO74B 

  
 Amend years of issue of LO78 to 1902-03; LO79 to 

1902-04 

 Delete ‘carmine pink’ in the description for LO78, 79 
and 80 - insert ‘dull scarlet’ 
 
Delete text in the description of LO78 and 80 
 “ ‘To Mr’ “ and insert “ to ‘Mr’ “ 
 

 
 

CERTIFICATES OF POSTING - STAMPED TO ORDER ISSUES 
 

Page  
93 Amend descriptions of CPSP2 and 3 as follows :- 

 CPSP2 ½p + ½p turquoise 
stamps L49 + L49 
(1971) † 

5.00 10.00 

     
 CPSP3 1p purple lake stamp L50 

(1971) 
5.00 10.00 

 †  Layout of forms vary 

 
 

REGISTRATION, RECORDED AND SPECIAL DELIVERY ENVELOPES 
 

Page  
 Post Office Issues 

99/ 
100 

As stated in the introductory paragraph to this section, 
the list of registration envelopes is a simplified one 
and reference is made to Huggins (1970) for more 
detail.  The colour of the QV embossed stamps is 
given as blue, but the shade can very markedly from 
greenish blue to deep blue, ultramarine or slate, 
especially in the period from 1881 to 1885.  Three 
distinct curl types of hair on the 2d stamp R3 can be 
distinguished and there are very many varieties in the 
setting of the text, printer’s imprints, etc. 

     
99 Insert note under illustrations :- 

Formats for size G are shown, spacing varies on 
other sizes 

  
 Insert the following two sentences in the seventh line 

of the last paragraph between ‘original.’ and ‘At the 
end of’ :- 
Sometimes more than one change occurred before 
stock was sold and a second label was applied.  Used 
examples where labels are tied by cancellations are 
worth a premium. 

     
100 RP13K amend footnote 

* Exists with ‘Fee Paid’ added to front - recorded with serif and sans-
serif type 

     
 RP17, 18 and RP19 delete ‘bottom’ in description 

insert ‘top’ 
  
 A used example of RP17K has been recorded - add:-  
 RP17 Size K NR **** 
     

101 RP25K delete ‘(buff paper only)’ 
  

103 RP59 add to description - ‘no lines for address’ 
  
 RP63 add to description - ‘with two lines for address’ 
     

105 RP89  Amend size H to 122 x 204mm and size K 121 
x 235mm 

     
 RP107K (pasted on flap)† - delete † and footnote 

 RP108K (straight edge to flap)† - delete † and 
footnote 

  
106 RP110K† - delete † and footnote 

  
 RP117 amend format from RF22 to RF23 
  
 Stamped to Order Issues 

109 RS2 - amend description to :- 
 RS2 1940 1d carmine + 4½d puce 

stamps 43 + R12 
NR **** 

  
 RS5 now recorded used - delete NR insert **** 
     

110 Add * to footnote under RSP35 
     
 Forces Issues 

 
 

Format RF12A 
 

111 Amend text to format RF12 :- 
Format RF12 

Format RF12a as format RF12 but text under ‘G2’ 
removed 

  
113 Amend description of RPF2 :- 

 RPF2 1939, 3d green stamp FR2, format RF12, 
RF12a or RF13a, ‘Registration’ on back with 
* or without † space for sender’s address 

  Size G2 a format RF12* 250.00 **** 
   b format RF12a† 25.00 **** 
   c format RF13a* NR **** 
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 RPF10 amend description :- 
 RPF10 1959, 1s 0d blue stamp FR5, format FRF2  

and FR18, with ‘Forces Overseas 
Registered Letter’ (sizes G2 and H2) and 
‘Overseas Registered Letter’ (size K2), fee 
of 6d not corrected on back of size K2 

  Size G2 (format FRF2) 40.00 35.00 
  Size H2 (format FRF2) 70.00 40.00 
  Size K2 (format FR18) 35.00 60.00 
     
114 RPF29 amend the description by deleting ‘without’ 

 
 

LETTER CARDS 
 

Page  
 Post Office Issues 

115 Reverse illustrations of 1d and 1½d King George V 
stamps L14 and L15 
Reverse illustrations of 1d and 1½d King George VI 
stamps L24 and L25 

 Stamped to Order Issues 
119 LCS6 now recorded mint - delete NR insert **** 

     
 Add new item :- 
 LCS22 2001 2nd class blue NVI 

stamp E8, size 219 x 230mm 
NR **** 

 
 

AIR MAIL LETTER SHEETS 
 

Page  
 Post Office Issues 

124 Replace illustration of AF10 with the following :- 

 
     

125 AP2 insert ‘right’ in front of ‘angled ends’ 
  
 AP8 amend description from PA3 to stamp PA5 
  
 AP13 amend description from 9d blue stamp PA6 to 

9d carmine stamp PA6 
     

126 AP24 amend description from PA12, format AF9 to 
PA12 layout D, format AF4 

  
 AP47 & 48 delete ‘format AF9’ and insert ‘format AF8’ 

AP48 known with ‘M’ and ‘MSE’ print codes 
     

127 Revise the numbering for AP54 as follows :- 
 AP54A blue NVI stamp, without star, 

39mm gap 
1.50 ** 

 AP54B blue NVI stamp, without star, 
56mm gap 

1.50 ** 

     
 AP55 & 56 amend description by inserting 

‘39mm gap’ after ‘star’ 
  
 Add note under item AP56 
 It is reported that the sender’s name and address panel is being 

slightly repositioned on AP53, 54, 55 and 56.  These have not yet 
been seen by the authors. 

  

 Post Office Special Issues 
136 Transpose illustrations between SP102 and SP103 

  
141 Amend date for APS149 and 150 to 2006-09 

     

 Forces Issues 
143 APF7 delete text and insert the following: 

 2002-03 Forces Air Letters, deep blue NVI ALF1 
stamp, layout and format AFF3 with ‘British 
Forces/Postage Paid’ and ‘BFPO DEFENCE 
AGENCY’, Conditions of Use on reverse 

 APF7 white paper - no visible 
phosphor bands (2002) 

1.50 ** 

 APF8 blue paper - 2 blue phosphor 
bands (2003) 

1.50 ** 

 APF8 two settings of text on back panel - 4
th
 line of Conditions of Use 

‘personnel)’ with thick address lines or ‘service personnel)’ with 
thinner address lines 

     
 Stamped to Order Issues 

144 Amend illustration captions to include stamps  
L30  - 1d blue 
70 - ½p turquoise blue 
L49 - ½p turquoise blue 
 
Change 71 - 1d to 71 - 1p and 73 - 2d to 73 - 2p 
 
Amend captions below 3d, 4d, 4p and 1p QEII stamps 
as follows :- 
L30, L34, L35, L37 - L39 
L43 - L45, L47 & L48 
70 - 75, 77 & 78 

     
145 ASP21 now recorded mint - delete NR insert 10.00 

     
 ASP42 amend L41 to L47 
     

147 ASP113 amend L56 + L50 to L56 + L52 
ASP118 amend L57 + L51 + L50 to L57 + L51 + L49 
 
Add footnote under ASP118 and * to ASP117* & 
ASP118* 

*  The 1½d black stamp L51 is printed below the 5p stamp L57 on 
ASP117 & 118.  The ½d stamp L49 on ASP118 was added to 

ASP117, hence ASP118 is listed as 5p + 1½p + ½p 

 


